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Mind Control, Lack of Entertainment creates monsters, Interaction.

Entertainment has largely been perceived negatively in the western Roman Catholic tradition of thinking. Entertainment is the soul’s perdition. Etymologically, di-vertere means a subtraction from a whole, it’s a distraction for the spirit. This is the terrible FLY of the Thoughts of Pascal, which disturbs you when you try to think about your condition as a human being, alone in front of your destiny of mortal humanity. This is what allows us to forget that we will die, and nonetheless that we have to work and fight for a master, whoever he is, and wait for our death.

In this sense, entertainment can be seen as a good way to control people’s mind. It is part of the ancient rules that explain the civil obedience. “Why in the world do people consent to their own enslavement?" asked La Boétie in 1550. "Why do the bulk of the people acquiesce in their own subjection?" La Boetie answered these questions by explaining the governmental mystique created by the rulers and their intellectual apologists. By relying on custom, by providing both bread and circuses to the citizens, and by creating a vast network of governmental supporters dependent on political plunder, governments were able to engineer and sustain their own popular acceptance among the populace.

It is still so current and true when we look at mass media and consumerism.

No state seems to have any interest in giving knowledge to the masses. The state’s interest is to keep its Power, by not allowing us the rules of autonomy1. It creates good workers, good citizens and good consumers, but few rebels and dangerous thinkers. So, we could first begin by saying that there is a kind of negative entertainment that controls minds with “weapons of mass distraction”. If a lack of this kind of entertainment creates monsters, these monsters are the genius creators and the free thinkers. They are the beauty hidden behind the cruelty and the madness of the world. In that sense Rimbaud, Leonardo da Vinci or Artaud are big monsters. A monstrous beauty as in Lynch movies…

If we talk now about entertainment as pleasures of mind and body, then monsters take on a different appearance. Entertainment, as pleasure in culture, knowledge, art and education can free people minds. This kind of entertainment enlightens spirits and senses, raises people’s awareness and provides references which raise personal autonomy and self-determination2. Lack of this entertainment definitively creates monsters. Amin Dada could be the best example for this. He grew up in townships without any education or entertainment, only educated in the law of the strongest…

A Cultural vacuum leads also to monstrous entertainment. To give just few examples, the most popular magazine in Thailand, whose title could be translated as Yaba killers, is a magazine dedicated to daily ultra violent crimes of yaba addicts. Yaba is a drug that drives people crazy and extremely violent… that’s a must in Thai entertainment. In Liberia, where almost no entertainment or education is given to the population, the journalist Ryszard Kapuscinski3 tells the story of a video tape that is secretly shared by the entire population: this is a video of an execution of the “war lords”, more precisely the scene where a man has his ear cut off, much as in the Tarantino movie, Reservoir Dogs. Of course, the monstrosity lies also in each massive attack against the intellect, in each marketing attack against free exchange of knowledge and access to education and technologies.

Apart from reality shows, TV reality, or political masquerade which have been already largely analyzed by the Situationists and Guy Debord, one could say that the monstrosity is anything that just maintains the “status quo”, anything that keeps the public comfortable in the “mind ghetto”: art and culture for the happy few, games for teenagers, knowledge for the elite, violence for the others... In our Democracies or “Entertainment Republics”4, it may sound pernicious. But, it follows the point of view of Philippe Vergne, interviewed for Let’s entertain exhibit, when he says that «we are facing a totalitarianism that is not suppressing freedom of speech or thought but is reducing the faculty of choice and self-determination via means of leisure and amusement. It’s a smooth totalitarism, offering nothing but escape.”

How is it possible to act without being manipulated? To what degree do we have freedom in our interaction with reality? How do we get out from the limits pre-established by the norm, this huge niveling enterprise towards boredom, stupidity and fear? La Fontaine, who could be qualified as an ancient entertainer wrote: “The world is old, says one, I believe it / And yet it is still necessary to amuse it like a child”5 As our world is getting older and older, entertainment is now surrounding us. So the question of fun is possibly the most serious of our days. And if we don’t want to keep on using old manners of thinking, let’s open the doors, the doors between artistic disciplines, between audiences and genres.

So it turned to a choice into hybrid forms of net.art, digital games, installations and maps. By showing artworks that use the same aesthetics and codes of entertainment and games, but whose aims are just to participate, to free our minds a little and to raise our awareness. As, La Boetie was noting also, a Power is created by opinion, change this opinion and no Power resists6… What we could say today is that we just have to hack the reality itself. And Games, from this point of view, are a really good way to succeed in7.

One of the first characteristics of the game is that you are free to decide to play8. Nobody will force you to participate in a game. If this is the case, it won’t be a game any more. So, for once, you are the master of your choice, you can manipulate things: cards, avatars, roles, pictures, etc. In you playing a game, you represent an obstacle to the norm, because in games, you can play with power, institutions, identities and ethics9. The question isn’t why 90% of computer and console games are violent and mostly shoot-them-up. The question is why do we need such ego gratifications? Is it perhaps because family, education, society and state failed in giving us an identity? Today, nobody wants to take the responsibility of the world, this is not our fault, we are not responsible…In games, you keep the control, even if the machine wins, it is still a machine.

Then to counter certain types of games like America’s Army the aim of which is to enroll future soldiers, it is important to give massive promotion to computer games with more critical content10. The only thing to keep in mind is the fun of the game. And the problem is that it is still a bit difficult to find more than a few artistic or independent games that gamers will enjoy to play and unfortunately – for me - this is exactly the kind of audience that I would like to touch. In fact, my aim is not to preach to the converted. They don’t have any lack of entertainment! 

The four games presented in the net.art section – Metapet, Vigilance, Fingerprint maze and Waco Resurrection – have something in common. They all play on changing perspectives. The subversion begins as soon as you play the game because it deals with genetics, surveillance, fingerprint identification or religious fanatics… like a 3D or 2D mirror on your face, only if you accept the experience. 

In Metapet, you are the manager and the employee of the future works for you. With an excellent and fancy design, this game deals with crucial issues like genetics and it made me think of an article I read in 1994 about the future genetic passport, which greatly impressed me. In fact, this game is super fun till you begin to empathize with your worker… This is not the first game realized by the net.artist Natalie Bookchin. The Intruder (1999) was Pong reinterpreting the text of Borges. In Banana RAM, Natalie is going to present Agoraxchange, a new “online multiplayer game world simulating an alternative to the present global order” that she created in collaboration with Jackie Stevens, a Science Political Professor.

In Vigilance, you are now Big Brother and your aim is denunciation. As distasteful as this might seen, you can’t stop trying to find the crime scenes on the little screens! With a delicious design, the manipulative power of the interactive picture works perfectly. This is what is interesting also in Martin Le Chevallier’s interactive videos, Oblomov (2001) and One minute of silence (2003). His critique of interactivity is illustrated in the fact that the more you click on Oblomov, the less he wants to act. Interactivity is a mean, not an end.

In Fingerprint maze you wander and play in the labyrinth of your fingerprint as a new space to discover. Your aim is to encounter endangered species - which are perhaps us, the human beings, I don’t know yet. Perhaps, if you don’t save these species, you won’t even know it. “Simultaneously, we are looking out to space to colonize and identify deep space particles which may reveal our past, while here on earth we are looking at our fingerprints as personal identifiers. What have we as a culture, society, race in the palms of our hands or in the cracks of our thumbprints?” asks Amy Franceschini and is there a space to wander in it?

Waco Resurrection, the first game of the End Games series by C-Level, plays on “visual, physical and social realism”. You take the personality of the cult leader David Koresh by putting a mask of his face on your head and saying loud: “I am David Koresh” and to achieve as many followers as possible. The end is known in advance, everybody is going to die! There is no irony or sense of humor in this game. It is just a way to urge the player to think about the larger theme of violence.

Being Boring is a net.film that will play for a week, with a new episode created every day during Banana RAM. It refers literally to one of our biggest monsters: boredom. It is said that just before may 1968, the major French press were saying: “France is bored!” We know what happened next and it is one of the cases where boredom created positive action, even if these utopias ended in 80’s individualism, it is still time for some action! 

In the realm of net.art, Pavu.com is here to show that there is always another solution. Their main purpose is to “plin” the world with its "Gnou Found Lands" – their free server space, "NELia**" – another art market, and the strategic new talents school lapity.com. You won’t forget their absolutely entertaining hypertext and strange sound performances, like Pinkerton Call, a new project created for Banana RAM. 

This absurdist critique is then illustrated in a more specific way in the take away map Governing by Network by Bureau d’études. A visual representation of the power networks surrounding us, the “free” human beings. “To be autonomous today is to have the capacity to cut off a network. Creating silence, in other words, cutting off noise (antennas, media) is now a precondition for the appearance of political speech. And breaking off circulation (supermarkets, transportation, banks, information) is a precondition of the self-determination of production.” (Bureau d'études, 2003) translation: Brian Holmes.

Giving an echo to the last smart & entertaining project of Carbon Defense League, peoplejeans.com is like a mockery of the philanthropic fashion companies. Such as Re:code (2003) or Human Mobility Administration performance (2003), CDL’s projects aim to hack the reality in itself. With public artistic interventions or dedicated websites, they activate our reflection on education, consumerism, marketing and human controls.

So, let’s be monstruous thinkers and let’s entertain ourselves…

Isabelle Arvers, march 2004
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Natalie Bookchin (US)
Metapet, 2002
http://metapet.net/
The world’s first transgenic virtual pet game: are you ready to manage the worker of the future?

Natalie Bookchin is an artist based in Los Angeles and is a faculty member at CalArts. From 1998 to 2000 she was a member of the collective ®TMark. She was a 2001-2002 Guggenheim Fellow. Her work is exhibited at institutions including PS1, Mass MOCA, the Museum of Contemporary Art in Barcelona, KunstWerke, Berlin, the Generali Foundation, Vienna, the Walker Art Center, the Whitney Museum of American Art, and the Shedhale in Zurich. Presentation of agoraxchange, co-authored by Jackie Stevens.

Martin Le Chevallier (FR)
Vigilance 1.0, video surveillance game, 2001
http://martinlechevallier.free.fr/english/A_vigilance.html
The player faces a series of screens allowing him to watch over many places in the same time : streets, supermarkets, parking lots, shops, apartment buildings, schools, etc. Denouncement is his aim.

Since 1989, Martin Le Chevallier (born 1968), has been working as a graphic designer. Since 1996, he has conducted a personal artistic research on social and political issues

Fran Ilich, (MEX)
Being boring, net.film, 2004
http://delete.tv/banana_ram/
2 girls lose their tv and so they have to find a life of their own meanwhile the tv is repaired. For this they try all sort of stuff, from canned air to storytelling to running and cooking and so on....

fran ilich is a novelist, filmmaker and media-artist. he is director of the narrative media seminar of universidad internacional de andalucía, in sevilla, spain. and is currently curating the exhibition 'another narrative is possible!' at the centro multimedia del centro nacional de las artes, in mexico city.

Amy Franceschini, Richard Mortimer Humphrey, David Lu / Playshop, (US)
Finger Print Maze, 2004
http://www.futurefarmers.com/playshop/PJ1.php?id=3
A physical interface that scans people’s fingerprints using custom software to translate the print to a 3D maze that one can wander through on screen. Each individual fingerprint is graced by the presence of an extinct animal (3d rendering/ animation).

Playshop is where the energy of art production, education, curatorial practice and social interaction fuse to create a vital public space and an environment of exchange. Organized by Futurefarmers, Playshop is an extension of their studio practice. Amy Franceschini, founder of Futurefarmers, is a new media artist working with notions of community, sustainable environments and the conflicting rituals of humans and nature.

CarbonDefenseLeague/Nathan Hacktivist, (US)
Peoplejeans, 2004
http://www.carbondefense.org/
peoplesjeans.com is a spoof business, a mockery of companies such as diesel, paper denim, etc. the company specializes ina new philanthropic concept of paying migrant farm workers, prisoners, criminals, street people, etc for their well worn jeans. we then clean the jeans, repackage them and label them with a small info Card explaining who wore the article before and for what activity and for how long etc

The Carbon Defense League is a collective of media artists, technologists, activists and critical theorists working to explore the intersection between radical theory, traditional activism, and technology subversion through the creation of tactical media projects utilizing communication system technologies.


Bureau d’Etudes /Eastwood (Paris, Novisad)
Infowar map game, 2004 / Map Governing By Networks, 2003 
http://utangente.free.fr/
http://www.kuda.org

Xavier Fourt and Léonore Bonaccini work together under the name of Bureau d’Etudes and define themselves as documentary projects searchers that merge in the art context with maps, databases and flow charts. Installation & distribution of their map Governing by networks.

Kristian lukic, born 1974, artist and art historian, graduated art history at belgrade university is editor of kuda.info, in 2001 together with zvonko gorecan, he founded group eastwood. Kuda.org is dedicated to the exploration of new cultural relations, contemporary artistic practices and social issues. For Banana RAM, they will present the last version of the game that they are developing from the Infowar map created by Bureau d’Etudes.

Pavu, (FR)
Pinkerton Cell, Pavu.com, 2004
Hypertextual performance
http://www.pavu.com
Pavu.com uses its plining technology to drill the network infoderm for its datarvesting activities has always been concerned by the next or passed meta chromozomic ethics and mutations and their consequences on international solidarity and culture.

C-Level, (US)
Endgames: Waco Resurrection, 2004
http://waco.c-level.org/
C-level unveils Waco Resurrection, its first chapter of Endgames, a new 3D multiplayer computer game series based on alternative utopias and apocalyptic moments. Each player enters the network as a Koresh and must defend the Branch Davidian compound against internal intrigue, skeptical civilians, rival Koresh and the inexorable advance of government agents. The Endgames series incorporates elements of subjective documentary and speculative fiction with new interactive technologies to create a visceral gaming experience focused on extreme psycho-social phenomena.

C-level is a cooperative public and private lab formed to share physical, social and technological resources. Its members are artists, programmers, writers, designers, agit-propers, filmmakers and reverse-engineers. Karen Lofgren, Christina Ulke, Cyril Kuhn, Eddo Stern, Jason Brown, Jessica Hutchins, Mark Allen, Michael Wilson, Marc Herbst, Peter Brinson






